
 

Welcome to Champak Magazine, the popular monthly publication for inspiring women. Here, you can download free PDFs of
all our past issues for your convenience! Do you love reading about beauty trends? Or are you more interested in stories about
success? Whether it's beauty, fashion or success that lights your spark, at Champak Magazine you will get to read the best
articles from some of the world's most influential women. You will get to read about what inspires them and how they have
made their dreams come true. Downloading this magazine is so easy! All these magazines are available in PDF format so all you
need is Adobe Reader (free) in order to view them on your computer or tablet device. Or download them right here: - Champak
Magazine Issue 1 - December 2015 - Champak Magazine Issue 2 - March 2016 - Champak Magazine Issue 3 - June 2016 -
Champak Magazine Issue 4 - September 2016 We at Champak wish you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Hope
you will have a great time reading our magazine in the coming months!

 [INTERVIEW] Mark Bristow, founder of international beauty brand Bristow London, talks about his rise in the beauty industry
and his passion for the sectors he is in charge of. - Where does your love for beauty come from? Every brand I've created has
been in the fashion and beauty space. It's an industry that excites me and pushes me to go that little step further. I think it was
my mother who gave me the inspiration - she is a very stylish woman and wore makeup in an age when most women didn't. She
made it seem like a glamorous thing to do.

 [INTERVIEW] Pria Viswalingam, fashion designer, stylist and editor-in-chief of StyleXtra Magazine, talks about what inspires
her fashion sense and how she manages to make fashion accessible for all. - How would you say your style has evolved since you
started? I don't think my style has changed a lot, I think it's more about accessibility and making fashion simple. I love dressing
in a way that is timeless, yet fresh and current. I'm inspired by the glamorous women of the 1920s - inspiration for me is more
about timeless elegance than trends. [INTERVIEW] Tina Rabe, CEO of Love In A Time Of White Coats Foundation, talks
about what drives her to bring out the best in people and how it all started from a truism.  

 [COMMITMENT] When you are in the beauty industry, you hear only about the beauty, forgetting the fact that there is a lot of
hard work behind it. So if your plan is to join the beauty industry, then, here are some tips for you. [EAT THIS] Ever heard
about Ayurvedic food? Here's all you need to know about it! From its history to its health benefits, read about all that matters
when it comes to Ayurvedic food! [REPORT] You have probably heard of Skin Ceuticals already! This renowned brand has
been providing skincare solutions for over 20 years now.
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